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TE: COMPOSILE; GYPE. ON, THE, ARACHE 
NATIONAL FOREST, 

OBJECT OF THE STUDY. 

A very unusual forest type in which western yellow pine, Douglas 
fir, and Colorado blue spruce occur in mixture has been found to exist 
in certain localities on the Apache and adjacent National Forests in 
southern Arizona. While western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa 
Laws) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga tazifolia (Lam.) Britton) are both 

common throughout the Southwest, and are often found in mixture, 
the presence of Colorado blue spruce (Picea parryana (Andre) Parry), 

and especially its occurrence with western yellow pine, is extraordinary. 
Formerly this species was thought to grow only in the central Rocky 
Mountain States, for the most part along stream courses, and seldom 
in commercial quantities. Here, however, instead of growing 
typically along streams or in canyons, it is found on level or nearly 
level areas, mixed in varying proportion with western yellow pine and 
Douglas fir. The growth, side by side, of two species differing so widely 
in their requirements as blue spruce and western yellow pine points to 
unusual ecological conditions. This report, however, deals with 
erowth, and no attempt will be made to explain the ecological factors 
responsible for the type. The study of the type, the results of which 
are given in this bulletin, was made in order that a plan of manage- 
ment for it could be included in the working plan for the forest. 

THE TYPE. 

EXTENT AND COMPOSITION. 

The type is found mainly between altitudes of 8,750 and 9,200 
feet, on the Blue and White Mountain Ranges of Arizona. The 
altitudinal limits are rather sharply defined, and a slight variation 
from them, with the accompanying change in temperature and rain- 
fall, will completely change the type. Thus, below 8,750 feet the 
Douglas fir and spruce are almost entirely lacking, and the yellow pine 
grows in purestand. Above 9,200 feet western yellow pine is seldom 
found, but Douglas fir and blue spruce are the prevailing species, 
either in mixture or in pure stands. Likewise, a difference in ex- 
posure or even in degree of slope within the limits of the type will 
cause a marked change. A sharp south slope, even toward the type’s 
upper limits, will often be completely covered with western yellow 
pine, while a northern exposure near the lower limits may have a 
cover of spruce or fir with little or no western yellow pine. 
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In consequence, but few subtypes are found within the type proper. 
Practically the only variation is brought about by differences in pro- 
portion of the three species. This can not always be explained, 
though in some cases it is undoubtedly due to elevation. Curiously | 
enough, the blue spruce extends at least 200 feet lower than the 
Douglas fir. This gives a basis for the distinction of one subtype in 
which only spruce and pine occur. This is always found at the lower 
altitudinal limits of the type. Two more subtypes may be distin- 
guished. One is where Douglas fir and yellow pine are predominant, 
with but an occasional spruce in mixture. This subtype covers a 
small area, but may be found at any elevation throughout the type. 
The sparsity of blue spruce on these areas can not be explained. 
Within the other subtype Douglas fir and blue spruce predominate. 
This is found only at the upper limits of the type. 

White fir (Abies concolor (Gord.) Parry) and Mexican white pine 

(Pinus strobiformis Engelm.) are occasionally found in mixture with 
the three principal species of the type. White fir, which occurs at 
the upper limits, is the most common. Engelmann spruce (Picea 
engelmanni Engelm.) is also found at higher elevations, along stream 
courses. Aspen is scattered here and there throughout the stand. 
Both it and Engelmann spruce are at present of no commercial 
importance in the region. 

Since this combination of tree species is so exacting in the matter of 
site, it is found only in small bodies, which conform in a general way 
to the topography of the country. Probably about 150,000 acres in 
all on the Apache Forest is actually covered by the type. 

Although conditions on other National Forests of New Mexico and — 
Arizona are much the same as those on the Apache, this type is not 
known to occur elsewhere to any considerable extent except on that 
part of the Sitgreaves Forest which lies adjacent to the Apache, where 
it covers parts of 12 sections. 

PROBABLE HISTORY. 

Since blue spruce and western yellow pine differ so greatly in sil- 
vical requirements, it is improbable that they have grown side by 
side since early youth. There is every evidence that, while western 
yellow pine has undoubtedly occupied the ground for several genera- 
tions, blue:spruce has but recently come in. Indeed, the present 
stand of spruce is probably the first generation, a theory borne out 
by the fact that few decaying logs or old stumps of this species are 
to be found. The young spruce grows in dense groups beneath 
mother trees; but the oldest trees as a rule grow singly, very often 
on the north sides of western yellow pine, Ses the most protection 
was afforded. 

In view of these observations it is Saree that the stand has re- 
cently been and perhaps still is in a transitional stage. The present 
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mixed stand appears to be due to the influence of the original forest, 
composed of yellow pine alone or perhaps yellow pine and Douglas . 
fir in mixture, which moderated conditions of light, temperature, 
and soil and air moisture to an extent which made possible the en- 
trance of spruce. 

Both the western yellow pine and the Douglas fir are older than 
the spruce, and the yellow-pine veterans range from 75 to 125 years 
older than those of the fir. All the spruce alive at present has come 
in within the last 150 years, most of it within the last 100 years. 
According to this the present yellow-pine veterans were over 200 
years old and the Douglas fir over 100 years old when the spruce now 
present gained a foothold. On certain areas within the spruce-pine 
subtype all the spruce has entered within the last 50 years. Even 
here there is no evidence of a former generation of spruce. 

AVERAGE STAND. 

A stand survey of the composite type was made to determine 
accurately the number of trees per acre as well as the volume in 
board feet. Five plots selected in different localities throughout the 
type were taken as an average of the whole. The timber on these 
plots, which aggregated 500 acres, or approximately 0.3 per cent of the 
entire area covered by the type, was actually measured. All the 
trees of each species 4 inches diameter breast high and over were 
calipered and recorded by inch diameter classes. 

Table 1 shows the average number of trees per acre by diameter 
classes for five species—white fir and Mexican white pine in adaition 
to the three principal species of the type. 

TaBLE 1.—Stand on sample acre of composite type. 

Trees per acre. 

Diameter breast 

ee Yellow | Douglas White | White All 
pine. fir. Spruce fir. pine. | species. 

Inches. 
APSO Ae eee at RY. 5 1. 42 1.80 1.19 0. 08 0. 61 5.1 
ES se Neca em Oe Mana © TD ay 1.72 1.89 1.55 12 52 5.5 
Qaee Stee Seq e ik, al 1.70 1. 48 ll 45 5.4 
7, DA STL ls on 1. 68 1.52 1.33 09 40 5.0 
Soca OEY GR 1. 67 1.39 1.52 14 34 5.0 
(OYE 5S Pea Na ate ae ca 1.48 1.36 1.19 ll 30 4.4 

DO) Bi eos 9th 2) ne 1. 44 1.16 1.14 - 08 26 4.1 
1 LS Ne ear US Tt 1e83 1.11 .97 08 22 Endl 
1} os Mee NUE Ab 6 Beau ae 1.12 89 81 -09 20 3.1 
LIS) I Sete any era 1. 06 91 . 69 -06 16 2.9 
ee a A a 1. 02 73 -44 09 17 PH. f5) 
PSE ae eae Sah Ny ce ik 93 59 38 -08 12 2.1 
IG IS RERME Len 94 53 . 26 - 08 15 2.0 
ALCP ERY oy AE OI ame 83 45 - 23 06 15 1.7 
1S si aos a Re Die eae 83 - 48 - 20 06 12 UZ 
JRO) oe eas ee en ith 42 5 Ly 06 12 5 
2A) exe ak oti ath na 69 38 . 09 05 12 1333 
DA Me ye UE ee 65 .35 .07 07 12 1.3 
DI) SS AC i | MARR 62 - 34 .05 07 07 1.2 
DEE ee Bae te Ee 52 . 29 . 04 06 09 1.0 
PHS 0 MOE AY pee ae Ue 51 . 29 04 06 06 1.0 
DAS Aes Ns 5, Selle ae 49 . 30 -02 05 07 .9 
Moyea: a AGS Bt Baek Be 40 . 29 .O1 06 08 .8 
OY S e  SaR  ee Aa 44 . 24 . 02 05 05 .8 
DAs ee ae ae Se 38 .25 . 01 06 06 .8 
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TaBLE I.—Stand on sample acre of composite type—Continued. 

Trees per acre. 

Diameter bressts | Sapp | 

igh. Yellow | Douglas} g ice, | White | White | All 
pine. fir. Pp ‘ fir. pine. | species. 

Inches 
DO tere ed 34 . 26 -O1 05 05 ad 
SORA es deel Ses 26 722 a(Dibine 04 03 .6 
Bie ere a aan 23 20 eas es. 04 ae eta a5 
pease Soe Sa ee 20 SQ2Eo | eee wees OST Rees nae 4 
Be ieee ane aula ee 15 20 oaleme eye: ae OS Steak ae se 
SAE MER Rs Cay 11 LG cao tear ere Sore OSt en eee AG) 
Blas anne Sates . 10 PUG A NSE eke Oe OB dbase 3 
SOR eee et Ene ere .07 yl 8 Reet A a OZ ERS Sates 2 
SH EY a eters mage ee . 06 Opal geek ae oe OD et eee ees o2 
SSrt She. Sees? . 04 Dal iad tie en Aa O20 Stas eee 5 y4 
SD ere ae: Be . 03 TllObet le oa AUP) aleaeooee aac oil 
AQ AS eee Tee . 02 NOS) Glemeiemters cae CODES se eeeine Aly 
Above 12inches..| 12. 69 8. 93 2.69 1.36 1.79 27.5 

TOfalise es aco 21. 65 13. 87 2.26 5.09 69.0 
Percent ofwhole.| 38.1. 31.4 20.1 3.2 7.2 100.0 

It will be seen from the table that up to a diameter of 12 inches 
yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce are found in almost equal 
proportion. However, above this diameter the number of spruce 
per acre decreases rapidly, with practically none above 24 inches. 
Although spruce does not normally attain the size of yellow pine and 
Douglas fir, this bears out the opinion that the entrance of spruce 
within the type has been comparatively recent. The relative num- 
ber of yellow pine and Douglas fir per acre varies but little. At a 
diameter of 4 inches, however, it is seen that Douglas fir predomi- 
nates, a fact which would seem to indicate that the amount of Douglas 
fir reproduction is increasing. White fir and white pine are not at 
any time of first importance in the stand, though apparently the 
latter is rapidly increasing in numbers, and may gain a foothold at the 
expense of one of the more valuable species. 

In computing the volume per acre of western yellow pine, Douglas 
fir, and blue spruce, volume tables constructed for these species 
within the composite type were used. Since no tables were available 
for white fir in this region, or for Mexican white pine, the table for 
Douglas fir was used in computing the volumes of the former, and 
the table for western yellow pine made by Woolsey on the Coconino 
Forest for the latter. 

TABLE 2.—Average per acre on composite type. Board teatt 

Western yellow pine: .. 2. ge. 0. to. 5 FS i ee ee 6, 600 
Doulas BES Rs fo): fas os cok Get ci= 4- caaee cae de ane Cre eee Stee 5, 450 
Colorado *bltie sprtices. [220 es... ea. the sees Py) Bie) ee 350 
Wihtbe tr has. et SS ds ae ho ES ae eee eae See ae bb er 850 
Mexican white pinests...).8.25...8s ic Be cod aa oe age ee ___ 850 

Total average volume per acre, all species....-.--.----.--/+2-s.+2---: 14, 100 

While but 0.3 per cent of the estimated total area of the type was 
actually measured, it is believed that the resulting figures are fairly 
accurate, since the trees were calipered on measured areas, and in no 
case was reliance put in ocular estimates. 
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE. 

There can be no question of the economic importance of the com- 
posite type, with its average yield of 14,100 board feet per acre, 
especially in the forests of Arizona and New Mexico, where typical 
stands of western yellow pine yield only from 4,000 to 7,000 board 
feet. Moreover, a combination of three species, each having dif- 
ferent requirements, makes possible a complete utilization of the 
ground, thus satisfying one of the objects of silviculture—the pro- 
duction of the greatest possible amount of timber per unit area. 

Economically, there is but little difference between Douglas fir 
and western yellow pine. Douglas fir has a much larger percentage 
of heartwood, and for some purposes will make better lumber. In 
the Southwest, however, there is a strong prejudice against the tree, 
though this can no doubt be overcome in the future. The spruce is 
largely sapwood, and because of this and its small size is of little 
value for lumber. It could, however, be utilized in mines after 
preservative treatment. The white pine fails to develop into a good 
timber tree, and the white fir, though often of good form, makes a 
poor grade of lumber. In the event of timber sales these secondary 
species could be utilized to some extent. 

FUTURE COMPOSITION. 

The reproductive capacity of the three chief species of the com- 
posite type is the most important factor in determining the probable 
composition of the forest after a cutting. Both spruce and Douglas 
fir bear cones at more frequent intervals and probably at an earlier 
age than western yellow pine. The interval between seed years of 
spruce is shorter thfan for the other species, and for this reason the 
total amount of seed produced is probably greater, though the germi- 
nation per cent is no doubt considerably lower. 

Here, as on most forests in the Southwest, the reproduction which 
succeeds in establishing itself is the result of a combination of good 
seed years and favorable climatic conditions. Seedlings of yellow 
pine establish themselves most readily in the larger openings, where 
they receive the necessary amount of light. The quantity of seed 
produced and. the frequence of seed years are important factors, 
since the climatic conditions of every season are by no means favor- 
able to the growth of seedlings. With yellow pine, good seed years 
occur at intervals of from three to five years. Blue spruce usually 
bears some seed each year; Douglas fir every second or third year. 

Douglas fir and blue spruce, which are more tolerant, seldom if 
ever compete with yellow pine seedlings in the larger openings. 
These species germinate very well in dense shade, and will succeed 
in growing for some time with but little direct sunlight. Douglas 
fir seedlings are commonly found under mother trees, in aspen 
thickets, and under groups of yellow pine seedlings and saplings 
already large enough to cast an appreciable amount of shade. Blue 

64473°—Bull. 125—13——2 
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spruce seedlings are found usually on the north sides of mother trees 
and in dense thickets of spruce and Douglas fir, where there is a 
maximum amount of shade and, consequently, relatively lower 
temperature and more soil and air moisture. 

The chief secondary species of the type—white pine and white 
fir—though not now competing with the more valuable species, may 
form a larger portion of the stand in the future, unless cutting is 
properly regulated. This is especially true of white pine, the quan- 
tity of which, as indicated in Table 1, seems to be increasing. It is 

believed that both species are somewhat less exacting as to light than 
are the principal ones. A succession of counts on reproduction plots 
proves that a larger proportion of white fir and white pine seedlings 
which germinate succeed in establishing themselves than do those of 
yellow pine, Douglas fir, and spruce. This is no doubt due in part 
to the large size of the seeds and to the exceptionally strong condition 
of the seedlings immediately after germination. Therefore, unless 
white fir and white pine are cut very close, there is danger that the 
composite type may undergo further changes, with a possibility of 
these two species predominating. 

Aspen, though of no commercial value in the region at present, 
plays an important part in the composite type as a nurse tree. In 
spite of the fact that aspen is commonly classed as intolerant, it is 
found in considerable numbers even in the densest stands. Where 
the most light is received it usually occurs in groups, but in dense 
stands of the other species often grows singly. The protection 
afforded by a cover of aspen is excellent for the growth of Douglas-fir 
and spruce in the seedling stage, and the shade does not retard the 
growth even of saplings. Western yellow pines occasionally start 
under aspen, which, by the time more light is required, die out, leav- 

ing the pine to develop unhampered. 

COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF WESTERN YELLOW PINE, DOUGLAS 

FIR, AND BLUE SPRUCE. 

~ Complete stem analyses data for each of the three principal species 
in the type form the basis for the growth studies outlmed in the | 
following pages. The fact that the trees were cut especially to 
secure this data made it possible to use great care in their selection 
as well as in that of the plots on which the cuttmg was done. For 
this reason it is believed that the comparatively small number of trees 
on which complete stem analyses were obtained is sufficient, and that 
the resulting tables accurately represent the growth in virgin stands. 

The cutting was done in two localities on eight sample plots, vary- 
ing in size from 1 to 2 acres. Different subtypes, as well as stands of 
different density, were represented. Only normal trees were selected 
for analysis, which was conducted in accordance with the usual 
method. In the case of trees under 12 inches in diameter the stems 
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were cut into sections varying in length from 2.5 to 10 feet, depending 

upon the total length of the tree. Each stem was cut into at least 
three sections. With the trees above 12 inches, cuts were made at 

intervals of from 10 to 14 feet. The growth data were worked up 
graphically, according to the method described by Mlodjiansky,' and 
later modified by Graves.? 

To obtain data for a comparison of the growth of western yellow 
pine in the two forest types, 110 counts were made on yellow pine 
stumps of different diameters on a timber sale in the pure yellow pine 
type. Measurements of clear length and total height were also 
taken on 800 western yellow pines in each type. 

DIAMETER. 

The diameter growth, based upon age, of western yellow pine, 
Douglas fir, and blue spruce is shown in Table 3. It will be seen that 
the greatest actual diameter growth for yellow pine and Douglas fir 
occurs at practically the same period, between the ages of 50 and 
130 years. The greatest actual diameter growth of blue spruce 
occurs earlier in the life of the tree, between 80 and 90 years. 

TABLE 3.—Diameter growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce.* 

Diameter breast high out- 
side bark. 

Age. BAVBALT Se 

Pine. Fir. Spruce 

Years Inches. Inches. Inches 
10 0.6 0.6 0.4 
20 16383 1.4 oil 
30 Dew, 83 Phe 
40 3.4 3.4 3.8 
50 4.6 4.6 6.0 
60 6.0 6.0 9.2 
70 Geo Wes. 19.33 
80 9.0 9.0 14.8 
90 10.5 10.6 16.8 

100 12.0 12.2 18.4 
110 13.4 13.9 19.8 
120 14.8 15.6 21.0 
130 16.2 Wear 22.0 
140 17.5 18.8 22.8 
150 18.8 20. 4 Dau 
160 20.0 D2 AON eae pyee 
170 21.2 DONO ee ee tea 
180 22.4 Zou Or iee A aent a 
190 23.6 PAYEE ETA RANE 2 BN Ui 
200 24.7 DA PesN ata Wa Sinceis et RA ES 
210 25.8 PLS se aad evened anna 
220 26.9 SY Ose Ui daha iat 
230 27.9 SG Die ER Late 
240 28.9 VA eH eas le wa Beh 
250 29.8 SOULS eh eee NE a 
260 30.6 SAO ee ite 
270 31.4 SAMS |e Bie Bae 
280 32.2 SONG eT ce tigaie 
290 32.9 SOMA WP aE Rasa) 
300 33.5 CAG OA i Hees pana er 
310 34.1 ai fetet i eee mea le 
320 34.7 OA Ran nae 
330 SOND NH Rae aaa Cite LL MCU ACA 
340 CoO uA eu get ca  SSIiS mStD 
350 AO oP} TN Va I a ve 
360 BONG Mes en eyes aa 

1 Forest Service Bulletin 20, ‘‘ Measuring the Forest Crop.’’ 

2“ Forest Mensuration.”’ 

3 Based on stem analyses of 180 western yellow pine, 185 Douglas fir, and 135 blue spruce. 
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A glance at figure 1 or a study of Table 3 shows the growth of 
spruce after the period of early youth is passed to be the greatest of 
the three. In the case of spruce, however, the maximum is reached 
at an earlier period in the life of the tree and the growth falls off 
sooner than in the case of the two other species. The diameter growth 
of western yellow pine and Douglas fir is practically the same until 

Fic. 1.—Growth in diameter in relation to age of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce, 

the age of 100 years is reached, when Douglas fir gradually forges 
ahead. The curves show at what ages the rate of growth of the — 
three species begins to decline. Blue spruce noticeably falls off in~ 
diameter growth at 100 years of age. The growth of yellow pine is © 
well sustained until it is 180 years old, and that of Douglas fir for — 
40 years longer. i 
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HEIGHT. 

The height growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue 
spruce is shown in Table 4. Both the height of the tree at each 
decade and the periodic annual height growth are given. As in the 
case of diameter growth, the maximum height growth of western 
yellow pine and Douglas fir is reached at about the same time, 
approximately at the age of 70 years. Spruce also reaches its 
maximum height growth at an age of from 60 to 70 years, when the 
periodic annual height amounts to 1.24 feet, or almost twice that 
for yellow pine. 

TaBLE 4.—Height growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce.' 

: Periodic annual height 
Height. growth. 

Age. wes 

Pine. Fir Spruce Pine. Fir Spruce 

Years. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. 
10 Dae 1.3 1.5 0. 22 0.13 0.15 
20 5.0 4.4 4.0 - 28 28 520) 
30 9.0 9.0 7.0 -40 49 30 
40 13:6 | 15.4 14.0 -46 . 64 .70 
50 19.4 |! 22.8 23.0 -58 74 - 90 
60 26.0 30.2 34.3 . 66 74 i, 1183 
70 33.1 37.7 46.7 ail 515 1.24 
80 40.2 44.6 58.0 5 (il . 69 1.13 
90 47.2 Giloal 69.0 -70 - 65 1.10 

100 54.0 57.4 78.0 - 68 . 63 - 90 
110 60.0 63.3 86.0 - 60 59 . 80 
120 65.5 68.8 92.0 55 (55) . 60 
130 70.5 73.8 98.0 . 50 . 50 . 60 
140 75.1 78.6 104.0 - 46 -48 . 60 
150 79.3 83.0 108.9 -42 44 -40 
160 83.1 ST Min oe ao 38 BAT oh Sepeee eee 
170 86.9 iil dadeesaoe 38 HO Fes Hams 
180 90.0 Qa aie | eave ants adil Some lise eres 
190 93.0 O78) Ma ee, 30 HSS di le Be eee 
200 95.9 OTE a ae 29 PEP eee Gus 
210 98. 2 NOSE O) Wedsecsacde 23 OGY We Rae eZ 
220 100. 4 TOGHUG ieee one ase aD, Ish lee eee ae aes 
230 102.3 NO SYD: niles es tae et .19 SOA WILE Se ome 
240 104.1 TOTO Wyceeee oe .18 Bi foal ses ike aN 
250 105.8 dudaliesé5 pa) | Baty se 21 eet .17 SLOP ele ee Bight ee, 
260 107.2 ALD Oot |e aaa aan 14 ol ee anaeeeee 
270 108.5 AO ae Bae, 13 LIU ee eee 
280 109.6 Aa a ea ea a Ok 1H 09 |. BR... .| 
290 110.6 TL C/ayns Ihe aies Saale eyes .10 (you Need rina til = 
300 1S Gy Sys | Waele tp: 07 AOGT? ete aie ae 
310 111.9 MLA G5 Dred | Beh ey nace 06 NOG ReETaamOy a! 
320 112.4 TUN (Cece Y Iss ek SPS Balas - 05 NO Dea ee ass eee 
340 Ts ty tl laee eves Tone a ays OAT as AS eee iei ec Sa Ns Gu AO aaa 
350 ee ee tes ee lL ee NG ie SCV: CAN Me EA Aas oes yea Be 
360 EUS SIG ye | Mepis ob las sel SOP A) Wee a Bel era aunt a 

It will be noticed from figure 2 that in early youth the spruce and 
fir gtow more slowly than the pine. This is partly explained by the 
fact that. during that period these species frequently grow under 
cover. However, both spruce and fir finally pass the pine and lead 
it during the remainder of life. Spruce also outgrows Douglas fir in 
height after the age of 44 years, and at 150 years is 25 feet taller than 

1 Based on the complete stem analyses of 180 western yellow pine, 185 Douglas fir, and 135 blue spruce. 
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Douglas fir, and almost 30 feet taller than western yellow pine. The 
greatest difference in height between yellow pine and Douglas fir 
occurs at 240 years, when the latter species is 6 feet taller. 

Perry 
SUgSSaRSSSapseerasESE 
Rest esa eve! b>, SeSSREU — —SeReee 

Fic. 2.—Relation of height growth to age of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

VOLUME. 

Table 5, made from curves constructed upon the basis of age, 
shows the growth in volume of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and 
blue spruce. For each diameter class above 12 inches is given the 
age, the number of years required to grow 1 inch in diameter, the 
number of 16-foot logs, and the volume in both board and cubic feet." 

1 While this is not the method in general use for making volume tables, it is thought that the resulting 
figures are correct. Dic neter age curves were drawn on the basis of age for each crosscut and all the curves 
of the tree entered on the same cross-section paper. The stump curve has its zero point at the intersection 
of the vertical and horizontal axes of the rectangular coordinates. The curve for the second crosse’t has 
its zero on the horizontal axis to the right at the age required by the trees to grow from the ground to this 
crosscut. (This is determined from a preliminary age height curve.) The curve for the third crosscut is 
still further to the right at the age required to grow from the ground to this crosscut. The other curves 
are entered on the sheet in like manner. 
From the resulting diagram the dimensions of different cross sections at various breast-high diameters or 

ages may readily be determined. 
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TABLE 5.— Volume growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

>> 
pe| 5 . 

are Time required to 
a3 Age. grow 1 inch in Seen te Volume. 
~ oO diameter. : 
cous, 
Benes 

Beale Saenspees Ih Siler le Ses So l4ah lok a EF 5 
ada) 4 ey D Ay ey oD Ay Be |n Ay Fy oD 

Bd Bad. Bd 
Ins. | Yrs.| Yrs.| Yrs.| Yrs.| Yrs.| Yrs ft. | Cu.ft1| ft. | Cu.ft. | ft. | Cu.ft 

12 00 9 (Oa ees es oeeeesenl epee 1.2} 1.1} 1.0 4 15.32 30 | 14.98 |: 30 |13.80 
3] 107) 105 72 7 6 3 | 1.5} 1.4 | 1.0 50 | 19.60 50 | 18.88 | 30 |16.12 

14) 114] 111 76 7 6 4!2.0) 1.7] 1.0 90 | 24.63 80} 23.07} 30 119.50 
15} 122) 117 81 8 6 5 | 2.2 | 2.0) 1.3] 120] 31.08] 100} 27.83 | 50 |23.87 
16 | 129] 123 86 7 6 5 | 2.5] 2.2) 1.5 | 150] 37.57] 120] 32.78.) .70 128.77 
17| 1386} 129 91 7 6 5 | 2.8] 2.5])1.8] 190] 44.66} 150} 38.14] 90 133.76 
18} 144} 135 97 8 6 6 | 3.1] 2.8) 2.0 | 220] 53.02} 180 | 44.14 | 110 140.13 
19] 152; 141) 104 8 6 7 | 3.5 | 3.0] 2.4 | 310 | 61.87} 190} 50.37) 150 |48.00 
20} 160} 147) 111 8 6 7 | 3.7 | 3.2] 3.0} 360 | 71.78 | 240] 57.10 | 200 |56.19 
21 168 | 153 | 120 8 6 9 | 4.0] 3.4/3.2] 430 | 82.24] 310] 68.11 | 260 |66. 72 
22] 176} 160) 1380 8 7 10 | 4.1 | 3.6 | 3.6 | 500 | 92.86 | 340} 71.62 | 360 |77:98 
23} 184} 166) 142 8 6 12 | 4.3 | 3.8} 4.0 | 580 | 103.91 | 380} 79.35 | 420 |89.85 
DAD el OSS ancl fom eee 9 Challah koe 4.5 | 4.0 }...-- 610 | 117.00 | 4380 | 88.55 |..._.]._...-- 
25° 202 | 180 |....-- 9 Tes RS ASO A Ly ie eee 710 | 180.44 | 500 | 97.98 |.._..|...-... 
O78) || PAL WS Wee ee 9 Cicer ase AO ae seesaw 810 | 143.45.) 560 | 107.82:|..._.}.-:._.. 
Die e220 n= 194 see 9 Si (eeaasiee ee 5.0 | 4.4 |..... 920 | 158.16 | 640 | 117.88 |.._..]......- 
3 1) PRD | PORN ooece 10 Sateen Oeelea Aas Ole ae ee 1,040 } 173.66 | 720 | 129.67 |.....|....--. 
M8), |) PHA WS PAO) Ne ase 11 Seas Boe) |) 4c) leo ase 1,150 | 189.94 | 800 | 141.77 |.....|_.....- 
BO) | PE PAG) Ne se 11 Nt | Seal ate 5 G0) Noe say 1,250 | 206.76 | 900 | 155.81 |... 2_)2.2.2-- 
Se e204 ae 229 nl eee 12 WO ecosse Ho |) Goll eooae 1, 420 | 225.25 1,020 | 171.74 |._.__|....... 
BO Ba |) PRY) eee ee 13 HO) Wescose HBS hooks 1,530 | 241.19 |1,130 | 187.99 |.....|....... 
Souln 292s 2A9) 15 1B Pies aes 6.0 | 5.5 |.-.-2 1,720 | 266.88 |1, 220 | 204.48 |..._.|...-... 
SA 0S 200) Bea. 16 Tanya ates asd Yih) GG Veosee 1,880 | 288.68 |1,370 | 222.85 )_....|....--- 
3) || GO I PY We soe se 18 WD Wee eeees 6.2) 5.8 |e22-- 2,060 | 312.18 |1,480 | 242.47 |.....]....... 
360i) 846) |" 285) [222022 20 NS} [eo ceee 6.4 | 6.0 ]....- 2,250 | 336.13 |1,680 | 263.04 |.....]....... 
Se Pease ZO BA see See ae SY) eae ees (Gye Wal] eee eae ta VS S4 ON 2825 82))|2 2 eee 
SOU ase SUZ Ae eR Te ek PS) ees Res (aA ed Gea ll hee een | ee ees 1,960 | 302.84 |..__.]......- 

1 Hach log is cubed according to Smalian’s formula. The top apove a point 8 inches in diameter is cubed 
as a cone and the stump as a cylinder. 

To reach a diameter of 12 inches, western yellow pine and Douglas 
fir require 100 and 99 years, respectively, while spruce requires only 
69 years. At 110 years the spruce is still making a good growth, 
but soon after this it falls off rather rapidly, and maturity is prob- 
ably reached not long after it is 150 years old. Further proof of this 
is found in a comparison of the number of years required to increase 
1 inch in diameter. At 12 inches spruce increases an inch in diam- 
eter in 3 years, while it takes pine and fir 7 and 6 years, respectively. 
But with an increase in age in spruce there is a corresponding increase 
in the length of time required to grow 1 inch, while for pine and fir 
this period remains practically the same up to 180 years. 

In comparing the number of 16-foot logs (top diameter of 8 inches) 
which the different species will cut at a given diameter, it is found 
that western yellow pine leads both fir and spruce, in spite of the 
fact that the latter species makes a faster growth in both diameter 
and height. The explanation lies in the difference in form of bole 
and thickness of bark. Although spruce has a thin bark, the stem 
tapers very rapidly and quite evenly throughout its entire length. 
Occasionally it is swell-butted. The bark of Douglas fir is much 
thicker than that of either spruce or pine, and, like spruce, the bole 
does not ‘‘fill out,” but has a considerable taper, even in old age. In 
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addition to this it is often swell-butted. The pine has medium thick 
bark, but comparatively little taper, and the bole, especially at old 
age, fills out well. 

The difference in volume is even more pronounced than the differ- 
ence in merchantable length. Spruce, on account of its great taper, 
produces no merchantable log until it reaches a diameter of 14 
inches. At this diameter western yellow pine has a merchantable 
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Fic. 3,—Growth in volume of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

length twice as great, and Douglas fir nearly as much. A better 
comparison of the volumes can be obtained if age is taken as a basis. 

Table 6 gives the volume of each species in both board and cubic 
measure at 10-year intervals. On account of the inaccuracies in 
the decimal ‘‘C”’ rule, or in fact, in any board foot measure, a more 

exact comparison of the three species may be made from the columns 
headed ‘‘ Volume, cubic feet.”’ 
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TABLE 6.— Volume growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

Diameter breast 
Number 16-foot 

high outside bark. logs leper ee di- | Merchantable volume. Total volume. 

Age, 

Pine.| Fir. | Spruce.} Pine.| Fir.| Spruce.| Pine. Fir. | Spruce.| Pine. Fir. | Spruce. 

Years.) Ins. | Ins. | Inches. Bayt | Banfi. | Baofe | Cw. ft. | Cus jew Cun je 
10| 0.6] 0.6 CS a resi el [a ese ee este ect aoa cl ee a ana AU Epa ly | CSS ey Sees | Gem ie 
20; 1.3) 1.4 MMe 14 pete AP TPN 2h eS 2 allt cshares ope cane Pena apn gaa eo Ava L ue tane 0.02 0.02} 0.02 
30) 2252) 2.3 DN DX AAT call Ss epee Keg NER ANE tele ed al 10 o ili 10 
40) 3.4] 3.4 Biss M | essed elles kas mea gne [em NS Kaa a 35 roll 46 
50| 4.6) 4.6 GUO ii | Bester ee alias SE she hele ayerateness |Paeye tage . 84 96] 1.74 
60 | 6.0} 6.0 COA eye i caeey AC |p Lg ONL ye 1.86 2.12} 5.92 
70) 7.5) 7.4 LOR SIN Ee EAN: PEs sree oealetea tin tage paper Mae Smet 3. 63 3.98 | 13. 54 
80 | 9.0! 9.0 AGS ye em (oan NSA A atepeirs thee ls cs 50 6.85 6.73 | 21.23 
90 | 10.5 | 10.6 GR S i | Bue ha a AL eeaiis ES SES MeN (RoR uaa 100 | 10.56) 10.45 | 30.20 

100 | 12.0 | 12.2 Te a ali ahs 22, 40 30 150 | 15.32] 15.49 | 39.24 
110 | 13.4] 13.9 19.8] 1.6) 1.7 2.8 80 70 200 | 21.56] 22.28 | 50.16 
120 | 14.8 | 15.6 21:0 |) 2.1) 201 3.2 110 110 260 | 29.23] 30.11] 61.36 
130 | 16.2 | 17.2 22.0 | 2.6 | 2.6 3.6 150 150 360 | 38.51] 39.03 | 73.13 
140 | 17.5 | 18.8 22) 85|)3.0) 3.0 3.9 210 210 390 | 48.77] 49.25 | 85.10 
150 | 18.8 | 20.4 PB. 5) || 8683 |) Ges 4.1 270 270 440 | 59.40] 59.47 | 97.27 
160 | 20.0 | 22.0 ]....-..- 8658:|) GO |lscsocsoc 360 SAI eee: AE es PALS ie Rel ee 
70) |) 2221) P85) occeeece 3) 8) |] oO) icoocoose 430 A380 Meas ue 84.86] 84.51 |....-..-. 
180 | 22.4) 25.0 ]_....--- AD A eles Wied oe i 510 S00 isecesace Web 2 Wee GS oasescoe 
CT) PROM PLEIZE | en ae, 8 A ArMAN Saeed esa ae 600 GOON Ae ease DN 2TAg 2 AOA i says 
AND || 2A || Ble 0 socks ANG) AVON so eer tee 720 TOO eee UPN) | DOA OR eee eee 
PAN) | PAs SPAS lesee date BSc (alten cca: 810 SOD |lsedacees IO), S83 | WL 7 No Beco 
PPR) |) AO |) STAT Nedoedeor VOM nanOh | eeveae. 920 O20 TP aeeeare TGS UG Ue BY Nock eo soc 
PAO) || 279) Bl |looceo see LS Ne Ly Teed TL OLO | WCAD) icckescce WG wO? || UG ees yoo asea. 
PHO) || BAY @ |) BVI Ne goo oae By se Neeoeemels TUDO We Noose sees ESO 732i) T8962) ye <2 See 
PD) ||) PDS |) Be Ul cose scs DEAN Oy Anak nea 1, PD |) PRO Nooo eese 2945055) 206503) 1522 45 os 
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COMPARATIVE FORM FACTORS. 

Table 7, which is based upon age, gives for each decade after a 
merchantable size is reached the form factors for western yellow 
pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. In addition, the total height and 
diameter are shown at each 10-year interval. 
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TaBLE 7.—Form factors of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

Diameter breast high, Merchantable form 
Blogior. outside bark. factor.2 

Age. 

Pine. Fir. |Spruce.| Pine. Fir. |Spruce.| Pine. Fir. | Spruce. 

Years.| Feet. Feet. | Feet. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. 
10 2.2 13) WG) 0.6 0.6 COR: So | epee ee LE OC OBEN IEG wish ee 
20 5.0 Are 4.0 18} 1.4 TOR oe = Baie ial ce 8 ed rea oe 
30 9.0 9.0 7.0 2h? 253 PANDA (WE ie ae MCN Bele Oe Sin 2 
40 13.6 15.4 14.0 3.4 3.4 Be Bh le scsse case cree eee 
50 19.4 22.8 23.0 4.6 4.6 GOD iS ie toys eee er ra a 
60 26.0 30. 2 34.3 6.0 6.0 POTN Ais [a peal ao al Wink Aiea AIT heen oes oe 
70 So ilet 46.7 Utd) 7.4 ADEE pst te uaa oe eat ea 
80 40.2 44.6 58.0 9.0 9.0 Ay. Woy Bae gsi were yeh oS 0. 219 
90 47.2 51.1 69.0 10.5 10.6 NGS Biles cee ae eee eee . 234 

100 54.0 57.4 78.0 12.0 22, 18.4 0. 245 0. 229 . 236 
110 60. 0 63.3 86.0 13.4 13.9 19.8 . 281 . 239 . 248 
120 65.5 68.8 92.0 14.8 15.6 21.0 .313 . 281 . 259 
130 70.5 73.8 98.0 16.2 W722, 22.0 . 332 . 283 . 265 
140 75.1 78.6 104.0 Wee) 18.8 22.8 . 350 . 290 . 268 
150 79.3 83.0 108.0 18.8 20.4 23.5 . 306 . 290 523) 
160 83.1 EW fet kta Fa ad Sa We 20.0 2210s eS . 366 S288) Seas 
170 86.9 GIRO Neyer Dey, PB): losocooas Boal: QS a | ee eae 
180 90. 0 G4 Oi ep aele ae 22.4 PAVE es oy see .376 28hn | ee eae 
190 93.0 OTA Saleen 23.6 2OVAT ete ee Oud 7 DBAY | See ae 
200 95.9 OVO eee 24.7 Lhe (leas CLS ae .379 S284 ier 
210 98.2 O35 60 | eee 25.8 DSO etre ee . 381 S28 ae 
220 100. 4 NOCSAl Woe eas She 26.9 SONI epee . 381 290) Ries 
230 102.3 OSD yey eee 27.9 BLE DT Mies oe ee . 381 52900 | eee 
240 104.1 LOS OM pean 28.9 Py y Nel pes Ms ey . 382 QOD Se See 
250 105.8 OT Pay ve ee eh 29.8 Sota eee . 383 e298) ee ee 
260 107.2 WAZ Oa ere eee 30.6 OAs OMe . 384 SOPs Wen oeeaas 
270 108.5 ASO} eas 31.4 S47 Si ee ee 387 £38074 | Fe ee 
280 109.6 TDS) ee a o252 BG eas 54 be - 389 SOLOY ee eae 
290 110.6 TA Raat Leak einer ate 32.9 SOV ies . 391 SOG} ||US ae 
300 111.3 WN Silas lave 33.5 SYA Bae ee eee - 395 OU GR aes 
310 111.9 LT GL OG Ee Ieee 34.1 STU enna - 398 Key{D) Wea jue was 
320 112.4 AS Bee 34.7 SSE eet Bee es - 400 BVA) Iles Moreh ae 
330 1 Po ed ba bees Leese ck Sees tae SOAs Merah c|lanyeeea yee AOD il eis yt eas Belgers ere 
340 He Prd Ltt FR a Vi ce SORT AN Sete eee | ee eae AQT aa ale eee ae 
350 TAD Ua 2 Be) ae eae SOU Me elton A (Uy a Peete eee eo ee 
360 SAG Aes ees |e ee SONGR | eraeeee alee nave a: eee eee eH a 

1 Based on the measurements of 180 western yellow pines; 185 Douglas fir; and 135 blue spruce. 
2 The one cigs are based on the volume of wood over 8 inches in diameter. The volume ofthe stump 

is not included. 

It is interesting to note the manner in which the form factors 
given in Table 7 vary with the increase in age of the tree. This is 
true for each species and shows the difference in the form of the tree 
at youth and at maturity. In fact, the greatest difference in the 
three species is found in the form of the bole. At no age do the form 
factors for the three species closely correspond, although at 100 
years pine and fir are comparatively close. The form factor for 
yellow pine at 100 years of age is 0.245. From this point it increases 
steadily with the age of the tree until at 360 years it is 0.411. The 
form factor for Douglas fir at 100 years is even lower than that for 
pine, and remains so throughout the life of the tree. At the age of 
320 years it is 0.325. Since breast-high measurements were used 
in computing the cubical contents of the trees for use in determining 
the form factors, the small figures for Douglas fir are due only to a 
very slight extent to butt swell. Spruce resembles Douglas fir in 
form of bole, although it is somewhat more tapering. The indica- 
tions are that this species will not fill out as much as either yellow 
pine or Douglas fir even at maturity. 
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COMPARATIVE INCREMENT. 

Table 8 gives the increment growth of western yellow pine, Douglas 

fir, and blue spruce. The mean annual growth, the periodic annual 

growth, and the periodic annual growth per cent are shown at each 

decade. 

TaBLE 8.—Increment of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce." 

Mean annual growth. Periodic annual growth.? 

Pine. Fir. |Spruce.} Pine. Fir. |Spruce.| Pine. Fir. | Spruce. 

Years. | Cu.ft. | Cu.ft. | Cu.ft. | Cu.ft. | Cu.ft. | Cu.ft. | Per ct.| Per ct. | Per ct. 
10 | 0.0003 | 0.0002 | 0.0002 | 0.0003 | 0.0002 | 0.0002 |.......-|.-..---.]-------- 
20 . 0011 . 0011 . 0009 . 0019 . 0021 .0015 15.20 | 16.80 | 15.89 
30 . 0033 . 0036 . 0034 . 0077 . 0085 . 0085 12.72 | 12.97 | 14. 28 
40 . 0086 . 0092 0115 . 0247 . 0261 - 0358 11.10 10.96 | 12.71 
50} .0167| .0192) .0347 | .0490 | .0589 | .1276 8. 29 8.88 | 11.61 
60 | .0309 | .0353 | .0986 | .1019| .1159| .4180 7.57 7.53 | 10. 92 
70} .0518| .0568) .1935 | .1777| .1860 | .7527 6. 47 6.10 | 7.73 
80 | .0856] .0841 | .2641 ; .3221 | .2756| .7687 6.14 5.14} 4.42 
90 | .1178] .1161 | .3355 |) .3710 | .3719 | .8972 4. 26 4.32 | 3.48 

100 | .1582 | .1549 | .3924 | .4459 | .5039} .9036 3. 39 3.88 | 2.60 
110 | .1960 | .2025} .4560 | .6242| .6790 | 1.0921 3. 38 3.59 | 2.44 ° 
120 | .2436 | .2509| .5113 | .7668; .7932 | 1.1203 3.02 3.03 | 2.01 
130 | .2966 | .3002 | .5625 | .9274 | .8920 | 1.1764 2.73 2.58 | 1.74 
140 | .3483] .3518 | .6078 | 1.0264 | 1.0220 | 1.1975 2.35 2.31 | 1.51 
150 | .3959 | .3964 | .6484 | 1.1028 | 1.1217 | 1.2166 2. 04 2.06 | 1.33 
160 | .4486 | .4476 |......-- Ub UBF | WG PANGS) lg so aoe 1.80 Ie ee oonee 
170 | .4991 | .4971 j|_......- 1.3074 | 1.2883 |.-...--- 1. 66 NOB) recite 
180 | .,.5455 | .5443 |......-- 1.3347 | 1.3472 |.....--- 1. 46 DAT acta 8) 
190 | .5920 | .5897 |.......- 1.4263 | 1.4059 |......-. 1.35 Ie Ee oa 
200 6379 OB BY Aili cododade 1.5112 | 1.4603 |....--..- 1. 26 IPS ee bbe doe 
210 6801 CVO AP aae 1.5250 | 1.5123 |.-...--- 1.12 tT sees 
220 7185 ADORE Me tise 1.5337 | 1.5603 |...--..-.- 1.01 1.04 ee c eo... 
230 7550 (ERS |aeannees 1.5499 | 1.5972 |........ 93 SOG ae ues 
240 7888 (900) Eee eae 1.5654 | 1.6272 |......-- . 86 Ce) Hecdaones 
250 8162 S245 Was os: 1.5730 | 1.6514 |......-. 308) SSi eee 
260 8459 Sorte | eee 1.5893 | 1.6721 |.-...-.- 1A Us eaesabar 
270 8728 GOO ooscscoe 1.5730 | 1.6415 |......-. . 69 CN as 
280 8963 OHUUZAT seuss 1.5315 | 1.6013 |......-- . 62 GS ae eee: 
290 9165 CRBs) lledansaoe 1.4821 | 1.5536 |....---- 57 So ales etreees 
300 9334 WM |snooeaan 1.4226 | 1.5009 |---.---- . 52 OST eee 
310 | . 9466 OOS assesses 1.3422 | 1.4304 |.-....-- . 46 AS teres Miva 
320 | .9579 hOB} losonsose USGS |] Ueswwh Ios oo oka 43 AA reese 
SEU OG eoseoseaksecdede 2650) Sect eeee airee ACD irra ares aS Hat ce 
CO sO SU Neier Sos) ee aye E20 Tec ai ey MN eae Gi Mi Sotiasaaallaeososee 
SD) A) eee Se allaconooas DA VAGB ers ees ues stares GA Berns lzrelteseerareiels 

1 Based on the eseunereents of 180 ‘western yellow pines, 185 Douglas fir, and 135 blue spruce. 

2 The periodic annual growth per cent was computed by the formula p-yXx oe in which “‘p”’ is the 

Bee ber scent, Purnia Drea volume, ‘‘v”’ that “‘n”’ years ago, and “n”’ the number of years in the period 

From this table it is seen that up to the age of 280 years there is 
very little difference in the mean annual growth of western yellow 
pine and Douglas fir. But after this the fir takes the lead, and at 
the age of 320 years its mean annual growth is almost as great as that 
of pine when the latter species is 40 years older. At the age of 40 
years the mean annual growth of spruce increases over that of pine 
and fir, until at 150 years it is more than one-third greater. 
‘Since there is a difference in the three species in respect to mean 

annual growth, there is a corresponding difference in respect to 
periodic annual growth. However, this difference is not great in 
the case of spruce at the age of 150 years; this is because the growth | 
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was much faster than that of the other two species in early life. 
Also, judging from the slight increase in the periodic annual growth 
of spruce between 100 and 150 years, it is near the point of culmina- 
tion. It is seen that the maximum periodic annual growth of yellow 
pine and Douglas fir is reached at approximately the same time, at 
260 years. For the last 60 years, however, this has been increasing 
very slowly. In spruce the maximum periodic annual growth does 
not occur until some time after 140 years. It, too, is mereasing 
slowly, and from the indications its maximum will be reached at an 
age not to exceed 180 years. 

‘EbSeESeeEs Seer SS508 setereae st sees retees EREUSESEEs cosstesea:stsrrerssstrszrestse EELEDSESEESESESSOSSTSSEcEssse3 
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Fic. 4.—Increment growth of western yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce. 

At the age of 320 years in Douglas fir and at 360 years in yellow 
pine, the mean annual increment does not yet equal the periodic 
annual increment. In spruce there is a great difference between the 
two at 150 years. As may be seen in Figure 4, the curves represent- 
ing the periodic annual increment cross the curves representing the 
mean annual increment at the age of 377 years in western yellow pine, 

at 383 years in Douglas fir, and at 240 years in blue spruce. In 
each case the mean annual growth reaches its maximum at this point. 
It may also be seen that after this time the periodic annual increment 
decreases more rapidly than the mean annual increment. 
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A study of the columns headed “Periodic annual growth, per 
cent,’ will give an idea of the amount of wood laid on in relation, to 

the size of the tree. It may be seen that this is at its maximum in 
the early stages of development, and decreases steadily as the trees 
grow older. The different species are alike in this respect. Since 
the mean and periodic annual growth of western yellow pine and — 
Douglas fir correspond closely, there is but little difference in the 
two species in respect to the annual growth per cent. Since both 
the mean annual and periodic annual growth of spruce are greater 
than those of either pine or fir, it would seem at first sight that the 
periodic annual growth per cent would also be greater, though, in 
fact, it is found to be much less. This is explained by the fact that 
a greater growth is made early in life, and inasmuch as the principal 
is larger the rate of growth in per cent is small, even though the 
periodic annual growth or interest is large. 

COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF WESTERN YELLOW PINE IN PURE 
AND IN COMPOSITE STANDS. 

Since there was an apparent difference between both the height 
and clear length of western yellow pine in the composite type and in 
the western yellow-pine type, measurements were taken on a total of 
1,600 trees for comparison. The results are expressed in Table 9, 
which gives the age, clear length, and total height in the two forest 
types at each inch diameter class from 12 to 36. At a diameter of 
12 inches the ages are practically the same; but from this point the 
relative time required for trees in the yellow-pine type to grow one 
inch in diameter increases, until at 28 inches it is almost three times 
as great as for treés in the composite type. At this diameter there is 
a difference of more than 100 years in the total age of trees in the 
two types. 

The difference in clear length corresponds very closely to the dif- 
ference in total height. At a breast-high diameter of 12 inches the 
clear length of trees in the composite type is 23 feet, and in the 
yellow-pine type but 7 feet. The difference steadily increases until 
at 36 inches it is 25 feet in favor of the composite type. Trees in 
the yellow-pine type are but 49 feet tall at a diameter of 12 inches; 
at the same diameter and at approximately the same age, trees in 
the composite type are 65 feet tall. The difference in height is 
shghtly greater at a diameter of 36 inches. 
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TABLE 9.—Age, clear length, and total height in relation to diameter of western yellow 
pine in two forest types. 

Diam- Age. | Clear length.! | Total height. | 

high, | Com- |Yellow-- Com- Yellow-| Com- |Yellow- 
i i pine | posite | pine | posite | pine 

bark. | type. type.? | type. | type. | type. | type. 

134 |* 107 ©) = 107 25 9 69 53 
14 NY UA Ph ES S7 10 (2 57 
15 )| 9122 | 126 29 12 76 60 
16 | 129 136 31 13 79 63 
173) 36. le Bg eas 14 83 66 
18) 142"), 159 |) 34 16 86 69 
TE | = a ese 36 17 88 71 
20 | 160 | 184 37 18 91 74 
21 ; 168 | 199 38 18 93 7 
22 | 176 | 214 40 19 96 78 
23 |" 184 ||) = 230 40 20 98 80 
24 | 193 | 247 42 20 | 100 82 
25 | 202 | 266 43 2d 02 84 
26) | 211 aoe 43 21 | 103 85 
27 | 220 | 310 44 22a 105s Nee 6 
28 | 230 | 339 45 PP LS 3 
DOW ye DATs |e ae oe 45 22 107 89 
Sad bles ky ase 46 22 108 | 90 
SI alee 2645 ial ae ees 46 23 109 | 90 
Soya onien|eeceeaee 47 Papo wisi Desh ey 
Bode 202) Hae cee 47 23 101 |) 5402 
BA ABO eae tears 47 23 112.) 92 
S54 ,|) S20 nileseatene 48 5 lig tebe) OSES 
SB\y |i SAde al eee ae 48 23 TE 3 

1 Distance from ground to first green limb. 
2 Stem analyses lor trees above 28 inches in the yellow-pine type are not at hand. 

The faster growth in the composite type is due to more favorable 
site and climatic conditions. Since this type is found usually on 
level areas, very little of it is subject to extreme exposure. In addi- 
tion, the dense forest cover protects the soil and checks evaporation. 
The precipitation, especially snowfall, because of the higher elevation, 
is greater in the composite type than in the pure yellow-pine type. 

The difference in height growth in the two types is especially 
striking. It is due in part to the superior site quality of the com- 
posite type; but the greater density of stand is probably of the most 
importance. Since only a small amount of light is received from the 
sides, the trees respond to the stimulus of overhead light with a rapid 
height growth. The difference in clear length is due entirely to the 
ereater amount of side shade in the composite type. 

Table 10, which is made from curves constructed upon the basis of 
age, shows to better advantage the differences in diameter growth of 
western yellow pine within the two types. It may be seen that up 
to the age of 110 years the diameter growth in the western yellow- 
pine typeis greatest. But this is to be expected, since light conditions 
in the openings which characterize this latter type are more favorable 
than in the composite type, where there is a large amount of shade. 
At the age of 110 years the diameters are the same, but from this 
point on the growth in the composite type increases until at the age 
of 360 years there is a difference in diameter of 7.9 inches. 
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TaBLE 10.—Diameter growth of western yellow pine in two forest types. 

Diameter breast Diameter breast 
high outside bark. high outside bark. 

Age. EAE Conan 
Compos- Western Compos- Wie oun 
ia Gi yellow- | site tara yellow 
TEED E: pine type. Age pine type. 

Years. Inches. Inches. Years. Inches. Inches. 
10 0.6 0.9 190 23.6 20. 4 
20 13 2.0 200 24.7 21.1 
30 2D) 3.3 210 25.8 21.7 
40 3.4 ' 4.6 220 26.9 22.4 
50 4.6 6.0 230 27.9 23.0 
60 6.0 7.4 240 28.9 23.6 
70 7.5 8.6 250 29.8 24.2 
80 9.0 9.9 260 30.6 24.7 
90 10.5 11.1 270 31.4 25.2 

100 12.0 12.2 280 32.2 25.7 
110 13.4 13.4 290 32.9 26.1 
120 14.8 14.4 300 33.5 26.6 
130 16.2 15.4 310 34.1 27.0 
140 17.5 16.3 320 34.7 27.4 
150 18.8 17.2 330 Sone Dielh 
160 20.0 18.1 340 35.7 28.0 
170 21.2 18.9 350 36. 2 28. 4 
180 22.4 19.7 360 36.6 28.7 

EFFECT OF CUTTING UPON REPRODUCTION. 

To determine the rate of establishment and loss of seedlings of the 
different species during the early stages of development, and the 
controlling factors, a reproduction study was begun in the fall of 
1910 on the cutting plots established within the composite type. 
Three reproduction plots ranging in area from 5,000 to 7,500 square 
feet were laid off, each within a cutting plot of from 1 to 2 acres 
in extent, cut under a specified system, and representative of a 
certain site or subtype of considerable area. 

Permanent scribed stakes were set at the corners of each plot; 
smaller ones were placed along each end at intervals of 5 feet. By 
stretching steel tapes between corresponding stakes at opposite ends 
of the plot, and using strips of boards for cross lines, it was possible 
to do the counting and recording by plots 5 feet square. The kind, 
number, and age of all small reproduction was noted. In the case 
of larger seedlings and saplings, where the age could not be ascer- 
tained, the species was noted, and the height up to 10 feet recorded 
by foot classes. The location of all trees and stumps on or immedi- 
ately adjacent to the plots, together with the size, species, etc., were 
likewise charted. 

In order to determine the light requirements of the different 
species, several stations, each representing a different light intensity, 
were selected on each plot, and a series of light readings was taken 
during the clear weather in September, 1910, at every hour from 8 
a.m. to 5 p. m., for a period of three days. 

To determine ether or not a brush covering lessens the damage 
done by frost, both in the actual freezing of the tissues and in heaving 
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out of the ground, alternate strips in two plots were covered with 
brush. 

Only one count has been made since the reproduction plots were 
established in 1910. While the data obtained for the single year 
are not sufficient to form a basis for definite conclusions, they are of 
some value in devising a system of management. It is intended 
that more counts shall be made on each reproduction plot, and if 
possible more light readings taken at the stations already established. 

REPRODUCTION PLOT 1. 

This plot is located within a stand of medium density on a level 
area at an altitude of 9,150 feet. The northern half is shaded during 
the greater part of the day by several large Douglas firs. Some 
spruce poles and several aspen saplings cast an appreciable amount 
of shade when in leaf. The southern half has much less shade, there 

being only one large western yellow pine. This part of the plot is 
covered with a dense growth of mountain bunch grass, which grows 
but sparsely on the other half. The soil is comparatively free from 
rocks, and consists of loam with a clay subsoil. Humus and leaf 
litter are found to some extent over the northern half of the plot, 
being thickest under the large trees and around the stumps cut in 
1910. The average light intensity after cutting at five stations on 
this plot is 0.291.7 

On this cutting plot a general selection system of cutting was 
practiced. All mature and overmature trees, as well as those which 
would become overmature within 40 years, were removed. Most of 
the healthy young trees, together with two standards, one Douglas 
fir and one yellow pine, were left for the production of seed. Since 
there is already an abundance of spruce reproduction, most of the 
trees of this species above a diameter of 12 inches were cut. 

Although the western portion of the reproduction plot is shaded, 
and there are no yellow-pine seed trees on or near it, seedlings of this 
species predominated in 1910. Spruce and fir are found in greatest 
numbers where there is some protection from the sun. On the south- 
ern half of the plot, where the lght intensity is greatest, spruce is 
entirely lacking and there are but few Douglas firseedlings. Although 
western yellow pine germinates in this exposed Situation, practically 
none of the seedlings were alive the second year. Reproduction, espe- 
cially that of yellow pine, does not occur immediately around the 
base of the older trees and stumps. However, this is not the case 
under young spruce trees, which have broad crowns. While the 
absence of yellow pine reproduction may be due in part to the shade, 
it is largely accounted for by the depth of the litter, which makes a 
poor bed for the germination of the seed. In the yellow pine type 

11.0 represents full light. 
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absence of reproduction directly beneath the crown, even where the 
seed bed is favorable, is attributed to adverse moisture conditions. 

However, such can not be the case in this type, since spruce seed- 
lings are invariably found directly under the mother tree. In com- 
paring the counts for 1910 and 1911 it was seen that a very large 
percentage of the seedlings of all species die during their first year 
of growth. This loss decreases with an increase in age. It is evident 
from these counts that yellow-pine seedlings will germinate but not 
erow for any length of time in direct sunlight. 

Table 11 shows the number of living seedlings and the percentage 
of loss in each age class during the year 1910-11 for Reproduction 
Plot 1. 

TaBLE 11.—WSeedling counts on Reproduction Plot 1. 

Number of living seedlings. 

Western yellow pine. Douglas fir. Blue spruce. 
Age.! 

First | Second First | Second First | Second 
count | count | Loss. | count | count | Loss. | count | count | Loss. 
(1910). | (1911). (1910). | (1911). (1910). | (1911). 

Years. Per ct Per ct Per ct 
TIGRE Beat as See 360 17 95.2 147 2 98.6 13 1 92.3 
7A SUES IR SOL ee Mee) Tesh. eth ae 3 1 66. 6 1 a lideee Ke ge Bi 
3s Sn ie tt eben TR 5 3 40.0 17 11 35.3 2 1 50.0 
AEE SARA A pe See atop 14 10 28.5 35 16 54.3 2 1 50. 0 
ORGAN ae (Gu is Sanaa 21 9 57.1 3 2 33.0 

1 inch high and 
OG Seo eta ease 4 fi Fae eae 20 18 10.0 Hi Dial ele ede exer 

Total loss in seed- 
lings 1 to 5 years 
GUUS See AS || Sa ed 90. 4 enniele ite ESP ONO Nee ae TEN Se ae Hel 71.4 

1 Refers to age at time of first count. 

REPRODUCTION PLOT 2. 

This plot comprises an area of 6,000 square feet, and is located 
within a cutting plot in a medium dense stand on a gentle southerly 
slope. Large trees of all species are evenly distributed over the 
area. The altitude is approximately the same as for plot 1. The 
soil is a black loam of good depth, and supports a medium stand of 
mountain bunch grass. The area is comparatively free from rocks. 
Like plot 1, humus and litter are present only under the large trees 
and around stumps. After the cutting was made the average light 
intensity at five stations on the plot was found to be 0.277. 

The cutting system was the same as for plot 1. Inasmuch as 
there were a number of saplings and poles on the area, but few 
standards were left for the production of seed. One is within the 
reproduction plot. 

It was noticed here, as in plot 1, that few one germinate and 
grow in the litter cod humus pane the base of large trees. Table 
12 gives for the year 1910-11 the number of living seedlings and the 
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percentage of loss in each age class for both the open and brush- 
covered areas. The figures for the total area correspond closely 
to those in Table 11 for Reproduction Plot 1. For all three species 
the loss on the brush-covered area is not so great as that in the open. 

TABLE 12.—Seedling counts on Reproduction Plot 2. 

OPEN. 

| Number of living seedlings. 

Western yellow pine. Douglas fir. Blue spruce. 
Age.! | 

First | Second First | Second | First | Second | 
count | count | Loss. | count | count | Loss. | count | count | Loss. 
(1910). |. (1911). | (1910). | (1911). (1910). | (1911). | 
eli ae iar lapeh xhsc| ee eee a are Aine | er eae | pos ea 

Years | Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. 
1 ep en a a iy 165 3 98. 2 54 3 94.4 49 1 97.9 
PAN pa el See arte Ie raat eae beeper mr on [Meee on Sy | PA e a 100.0 6 1 Sac 
5 eae rg eens ae 2 1, | 5050 9 4 55.0 5 2 60.0 
Ane pe Ses + al pase eel Am ete Poe eee a 2 1 50.0 2 Dis hy em 
Hoc cdachemncaee eanleee es Osi Co owcotllaeeeeees 1 1 = [ss Seo eee a ee ee 

SS 

BRUSH COVERED. 

| ibrar e 
a ets 90 5 94.4 18 2 88.8 14 1 92.8 
eo tt ae Se [cetera el Sa 2 ee See eS ee i St rast ee 100. 0 
Zit One Ae eae Sai» aera sie eee ees (tent Ory Paes pal ae eh Ee -25 5 SO. Le a ee 
Pe Os See ak eB EU eegee 7 Peete | SiGe: Se 100. 0 | 2 2. eee | 
Bp AS ee Sy SA oe eS. bc cbhe oS She occa. Spe oe ee eee 

| 

TOTAL AREA 

Re ee eee 255 8 96.8 72 | 5 93.0 63 2 95.2 
DION 1 GRE meee WENN Se siti (aed SAE Neat. pete ig pee eae 100.0 57 1 85.5 
See eee Am 2 1 50.0 9 - 55.5 25 2 60.0 
Cate BEE ESS SES RN Ran nae (Pee ene | | Sete 2 1 50.0 | 2 2 | cae 
Te ee RO EA eee 16 ac [seeteeee 1 | er ees) Peeters ne! eeerer ees at EC oo Sd 
1 inch high and | 

ONOFs <2 es22 he? 2/9 See Sb eo eee 15 1554 |S ore 18 17 | 5.5 

Total loss in seed- | | | 
lings 1 to 5 years | 

1 Refers to age at time of first count. 

REPRODUCTION PLOT 3. 

Cutting Plot 3, within which is Reproduction Plot 3, is situated 
on a pronounced southwest slope at an altitude of 9,100 feet. In 
spite of the fact that the exposure is unfavorable, this slope is covered 
with an exceptionally dense stand of timber in which Douglas fir 
predominates. Before cutting there were several western yellow 
pines of all sizes and a few spruce, none of the latter over 18 inches in © 
diameter. The reproduction plot on this subtype has an area of 
5,950 square feet. The soil is largely clay, and is covered with a 
scant stand of grass. A small proportion of the area would be classi- 
fied as rocky. There is some humus and litter. The average light 
intensity at the five stations marked on this plot is 0.439. 
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The silvicultural system practiced on Cutting Plot 3 was a com- 
bination of the selection and diameter limit methods. Since indica- 
tions pointed to the fact that Douglas fir and blue spruce reproduced 
more satisfactorily than western yellow pine in a stand of this kind, 
the latter species was cut under selection method, while spruce and 
fir were cut to a 12-inch diameter limit. In this way it was sought to 
open up the stand enough to check the reproduction of the tolerant 
species, and at the same time favor the intolerant one. Future seed 
crops of pine were insured by leaving several medium-sized trees. 
All the mature and overmature yellow pines were removed. Spruce 
and fir usually produce sufficient seed when from 10 to 12 inches in 
diameter. It is recognized that such small plots as are dealt with in 
this study will be greatly influenced by the surrounding stand, and 
that therefore the method of cutting can have but little influence 
upon seed supply and protection from wind. The method of cutting 
will, however, influence light conditions, an important factor in the 
regeneration of a stand of this character. 

LOSS IN SEEDLINGS. 

Table 13, based upon the seedling counts on Reproduction Plots 
1 and 2, shows the loss in seedlings during the first four years of 
erowth. It may be seen that the greatest loss occurs during the year 
following germination, and that the rate of loss decreases from year 
to year. From the trend of the figures it is evident that the per- 
centage of loss which occurs after the sixth or seventh year is very 
small as compared to that in the early stages of development. 

TABLE 13.—Loss in western yellow pine, Douglas fir,and blue spruce seedlings from 
1 to 5 years old. } 

Loss. 

Period. 

ee Douglas | Blue 
pine. fir. spruce. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
RL OUIMMTES CAGORSC COMMUN COT aes soe Sree ia miele sre eevee eee ae) a ety ley oe aR 96.0 96.8 96.0 
EOMESE COMM ACOEHIT Gayecii ye 3h. vane mek UN ee NDA eye AS she Mee nial ng) os 83.3 75.0 
Hromchirdstovtourtheyears 22 ES A RDB ee ONE ee 42.8 42.8 57.1 
IPO RAL TONED OL a) LORI SEER page ee Gea sate ae anes TARA ae mere sears enn 28.5 54.0 25.0 

id 1 ae rae is based upon seedlings 2, 3, and 4 years old, as well as those 1 year old at the time of the 
rst count. 

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT LOSS. 

Light is one of the most important factors in the germination and 
growth of forest seedlings. While conclusive light studies have not 
yet been carried on within this type, it is evident that yellow pine 
seedlings require a greater light intensity than either Douglas fir or 
blue spruce, and that in early life Douglas fir requires more light 
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than blue spruce. The light requirements for each species change 
with an increase in age. After the seedling stage is passed trees 
of all species make a better growth when full light is recetved. 

The great loss during the first year is due largely to the fact that 
germination does not take place until after the summer rainy season 
begins, with the result that the seedlings are very tender when 
freezing weather sets in. While the low temperature may have some 
effect upon the tissues of the plant, the greatest amount of damage 
is done by heaving. If the soil is wet the loss from this source is 
apt to be great; if dry, there is little or no damage done. By the 
fall of the second year the roots penetrate more deeply into the 
soil, and the loss from this cause is materially lessened. 

It appears that a brush covering decreases the loss in 1-year-old 
seedlings. This is due to the moderating influence of the cover upon 
extremes of temperature, and upon alternate freezing and thawing. 

The effect of heat at this altitude, and especially within the dense 
stands of the composite type, is thought to be of secondary im- 
portance. There is usually a cover of grass to protect the young 
seedlings from the direct rays of the sun when they are not shielded 
by tree growth. 

While it is not known how much loss results from drought, the 
number of seedlings in the composite type which die from this cause 
is probably lower than in the pure yellow type. The longest period 
of drought occurs in the spring of the year. The heavy snows do not 
melt until April, and since evaporation is checked by the dense stand, 
it is likely that the soil seldom loses all the moisture available for 
seedling growth before the beginning of the summer rainy season. 

MANAGEMENT. 

The composite type has its greatest value as a source of saw timber. 
Mine stulls and lagging will no doubt be exploited, provided the 
roads which open up the body of timber make direct connection 
with the mining districts of southern Arizona. 

METHOD OF CUTTING. 

The combination of the three species found in the composite type 
is one which should be perpetuated. No other species or combina- 
tion native to the region is better fitted to satisfy the objects of 
silviculture. As the result of differences in light requirements of 
the three species the growing space is well utilized, making pos- 
sible a yield more than twice as great as in the average forest of pure 
yellow pine, while the density of the stand greatly increases the 
quality of the lumber obtained. 

The clear length of western yellow pine is from 16 to 25 feet greater 
in the composite than in the yellow-pine type. That of Douglas fir 
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compares favorably with this. Spruce is more limby, and from an 
economic standpoint inferior, but its extreme tolerance renders it of 
sreat value in cleaning the other species. It seldom comes in where 
either yellow pine or Douglas fir would grow. 

Since the silvical requirements of western yellow pine, Douglas 
fir, and blue spruce are different, especially in regard to light, it is 
necessary, in order to maintain their growth in mixture, to employ 
a selection method of cutting. For such a method only broad rules 
can be outlined which in a general way will suit the conditions and 
serve as a basis for more detailed studies. 

Over most of the type are western yellow pine and Douglas fir of 
all ages, from the seedling to the veteran stage; spruce is commonly 
found up to the age of 150 years. As far as age is concerned, there- 
fore, the type is uniform, but the proportion in which the different 
species occur varies widely. Upon this, in any given situation, 
depends the amount of timber of each kind which should be removed, 
and that species, if any, which, on account of its limited occurrence, 
should be favored. 

All mature and overmature timber should be removed, together 
with that still making a good growth, but which would be over- 
mature at the time of a second cut. All thrifty Douglas fir and 
yellow pine*which will plainly be of more value in the future should 
be left standing. Spruce, on areas suited to yellow pine and Douglas 
fir, should be cut to the lowest diameter limit from which merchant- 
able material of any kind can be obtained, except where its presence 
would cause pine and fir to prune themselves. In the spruce-pine 
subtype the aim should be, in the main, to produce yellow pine saw 
timber in connection with spruce poles and stulls. In the spruce-fir 
subtype the cutting should be regulated so that each species yields the 
best class of material for purposes to which it is particularly adapted. 

The proportion of the stand to be left uncut will depend largely 
upon local conditions. Enough trees must be left standing to insure 
seed for future crops and to serve as a protection to young growth 
not yet established. Since there is timber of practically all ages, trees 
below the merchantable diameter limit will as a rule furnish sufficient 
protection to young growth. Merchantable yellow pine and Douglas 
fir left because of their greater value at the time of a second cut will 
in most cases furnish enough seed. Spruce commonly produces 
seed at diameters of from 8 to 12 inches. Only where reproduction 
is insufficient or where protection is needed should mature or nearly 
mature seed trees of any species be left standing. Broadly speaking, 
trees of all species above 29 inches and most of those between 20 
and 29 inches in diameter should be removed. The number of trees 
under 20 inches in diameter cut depends chiefly upon the density of 
the stand. In dense stands of young trees, which are not infrequent, 
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a thinning should be made, and, if it can be done without too great 
expense, trees down to a diameter of 12 inches removed. Trees of 
inferior species should be discriminated against. Except where 
there is no competition from more valuable species, white fir and 
Mexican white pine should be cut to the lowest diameter limit at 
which they can be utilized. Unhealthy trees of all species which 
seem likely to die before the second cut should be removed. No 
insect-infected or diseased trees should be left standing, even though 
valueless. From one-half to two-thirds of the present merchantable 
stand can safely be removed. If this is done, and taking into account 
increased growth after cutting, a second cutting can be made in from 
40 to 50 years. The amount of timber to be removed at this time 
will not be as great as at the first cutting, because there will be practi- 
cally no overmature trees. However, the percentage of growth for 
the stand will be greater. 

ROTATION. 

To determine definitely the rotation for a virgin stand, it is neces- 
sary to know not only the number of trees per acre of each diameter 
class which will be left after cutting, but also those which will die 
from the effects of lumbering and shading before the time of a second 
cut. The rate of growth after cutting is also desirable. Since, how- 
ever, only a part of this data is available for the composite type, the 
rotation can be determined only tentatively. 

The objects of management should of course determine the kind 
of rotation. Since the aim in this type is to produce the greatest 
amount and best quality of lumber and to utilize the inferior species 
and parts for poles, stulls, and lagging, the financial rotation should 
be employed. The rotation under which the forest yields the highest 
net returns is well suited to the regeneration of the species. 

However, there is a great difference between the financial rotation 
and the rotation of the greatest volume production. The latter 
coincides with the year in which the mean annual increment culmi- 
nates. By referring to Table 8 it will be seen that the mean annual 
increment of yellow pine is still increasing at the age of 360 years. 
Neither has the mean annual increment reached its maximum im 
Douglas fir at the age of 320 years nor in spruce at the age of 150 years. 
Furthermore, the mean annual growth of each species will increase 
until that time when it is equaled by the current annual growth. 
Figure 4 shows the age of each species at which the mean annual 
growth equals the current annual growth. This for western yellow 
pine is seen to be 377 years, for Douglas fir 382 years, and for spruce 
240 years. A rotation of this length would no doubt be satisfactory, 
provided there were no factor of loss to be taken into account. But 
in a forest of this age the annual loss from windfall and decay would 
probably amount to as much as the total yearly growth. Obviously 
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the rotation of the greatest volume production is out of the question 
if the financial aspect is considered. Since there is a difference in 
the rate of growth for yellow pine, Douglas fir, and blue spruce the 
rotation for each species must be considered separately. 

WESTERN YELLOW PINE. 

In yellow pine the minimum diameter from which a good grade of 
saw timber can be obtained is about 20 inches, though the value of 
timber from a 25-inch tree is considerably greater. Table 5, page 22, 
shows that the average pine 25 inches in diameter is 202 years old and 
contains 4.6 logs scaling 710 board feet. Eighteen years later, at a 
diameter of 27 inches, there are five logs scaling 920 board feet. 
From Table 8 it is seen that at the age of 200 years the periodic 
annual growth is 1.5112 cubic feet—only slightly less than at the time 
of culmination 60 years later. The periodic annual growth is 1.26 
per cent, but rapidly decreasing. In view of these facts and since the 
decay after 220 years would probably to a large extent offset the 
erowth, a rotation between 200 and 220 years seems advisable. 

DOUGLAS FIR. 

Douglas fir of a given diameter does not contain as many board feet 
as yellow pine of the samesize. This is due to its lower form factor 
and to the greater thickness of its bark. However, volume growth 
as compared to age is practically the same for the two species. From 
Table 5 it may be seen that the average Douglas fir 28 inches in diam- 
eter contains 720 board feet, and one 29 inches, 800 board feet. ‘These 
diameters are reached at the age of 202 and 210 years, respectively. 
Table 8 shows the mean annual growth at 210 years to be 0.6751 and 
the periodic annual growth to be 1.5123 cubic feet. The latter at 
this point is increasing, which shows that it is near the point of cul- 
mination. ‘The annual growth at this time is 1.12 per cent. Taking 
into consideration decay, which after this period no doubt largely 
offsets the growth, it appears that the rotation for Douglas fir should 
be set at about 210 years, or approximately the same as that for 
yellow pine. 

BLUE SPRUCE. 

Since blue spruce should be used principally for poles and stulls, 
and in view of the fact that large trees are invariably affected with 
butt rot, the rotation will be comparatively short. While growth 
figures are not available for trees older than 150 years, it is plain that 
the maximum rate of growth occurs before this age is reached. At 
130 years of age the average spruce is 22 inches in diameter and 98 
feet tall. At 140 years it is almost 23 inches in diameter and has a 
total height of 104 feet. While its board foot content at this size is 
less than 400 feet, it will yield several stulls, or from one to two stulls 
and a pole. Since spruce will be less valuable for saw timber than for 
other purposes, it would not be profitable to allow this species to grow 
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to a greater diameter than 22 or23 inches. Therotation, then, should 
not be longer than 140 years; and, should it be possible to dispose 
advantageously of small sized material, might be 130, or even 120 
years. 

BRUSH DISPOSAL. 

Over most of the type there is an excellent stand of young growth. 
On these areas the brush should be piled. Where the degree of 
exposure is great and where young growth is deficient, the brush 
should be lopped and scattered. If there is great danger from fire, 
however, this plan should not be rigidly adhered to. In such cases 
the brush on narrow strips should be piled and burned. 

FIRE. 

The rank growth of grass over all of the type makes ground fires 
likely at certain periods of the year. The large amount of precipita- 
tion, however, greatly lessens the danger. The only times of danger 
are short periods in the spring and fall. In the former, there is a dry 
period from the time the snow melts until the summer rainy season 
begins; and in the latter, from the end of the rains until snow falls. 
The occurrence of fire in this latter period, however, is less probable, 
since frost results in the grass being saturated for several hours during 

the early part of each day. 
In the case of a ground fire, seedlings of all species will suffer greatly. 

But few yellow pine and Douglas fir above the seedling stage will be 
seriously damaged, due to the resistant character of their bark. 
Spruce is more susceptible, and cases have been noted where sap- 
lings and small poles of this species were killed outright by ground 
fires where no appreciable damage was done either yellow pine or 
Douglas fir. Likewise in spruce standards the scars from fires are 
likely to be more serious, and probably often result in decay or death, 
a result seldom seen in yellow pine or Douglas fir. 

The danger from fire after cutting will be greatly increased by the 
large amount of inflammable slash. As a rule, fire lines should be 
burned. These are especially necessary where the brush has been 
scattered. 

GRAZING. 

As long as reproduction is sufficient, grazing within the composite 
type should not be restricted, though it is important that it be regu- 
lated at all times. Because of the excellent forage conditions there 
is at present little or no damage done to reproduction by either sheep 
or cattle. In view of this fact, and since the heavy stands of grass 
remaining in the fall enhance the fire danger, areas within the type 
should be grazed closely, but not beyond the point where there is 
danger of depleting the range or of damaging the seedling growth. 

O 






